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Abstract

Aesthetic image analysis has attracted much attention in recent years. However, assessing the aesthetic

quality and assigning an aesthetic score are challenging problems. In this paper, we propose a novel

framework for assessing the aesthetic quality of images. Firstly, we divide the images into three cate-

gories: “scene”, “object” and “texture”. Each category has an associated convolutional neural network

(CNN) which learns the aesthetic features for the category in question. The object CNN is trained using

the whole images and a salient region in each image. The texture CNN is trained using small regions

in the original images. Furthermore, an A&C CNN is developed to simultaneously assess the aesthetic

quality and identify the category for overall images. For each CNN, classification and regression mod-

els are developed separately to predict aesthetic class (high or low) and to assign an aesthetic score.

Experimental results on a recently published large-scale dataset show that the proposed method can

outperform the state-of-the-art methods for each category.
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1. Introduction1

Aesthetic image analysis has attracted increasing attention recently in the computer vision commu-2

nity [1, 2, 3]. Automated models for assessing aesthetic image quality are useful in many applications,3

e.g., image retrieval, photo management, photo enhancement, and photography [4, 5]. It is also inter-4

esting to investigate the high-level perception of visual aesthetics. In the last decade, some studies have5

shown that data-driven approaches [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 2, 12, 13, 14, 15] can be used to assess the aesthet-6

ic quality of images, although such assessments are difficult, even for humans. In early works, many7
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Figure 1: Example images of the category “scene”, “object” and “texture”.

handcrafted features were proposed based intuitions about how people perceive the aesthetic quality of8

images. These features include color [5, 6], the rule of thirds [6], content [7, 2], and composition [8].9

Later, generic image descriptors such as Bag-Of-Visual-words (BOV) and Fisher Vectors (FV) were10

used to assess aesthetic quality. In [9] it is shown that the generic image descriptors can outperform the11

traditional handcrafted features. More recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been12

successfully applied to aesthetic quality assessment [16, 17]. CNNs can extract powerful features thus13

we use them in this paper to learn features for aesthetic quality assessment.14

Most existing methods for assessing the aesthetic quality of images [6, 5, 7, 18, 8, 9, 12, 16, 17]15

treat all images equally without taking into account the diversity in image content or type. However,16

Oliva et al. [19] discriminate “scene” from “object” and “texture”. They design a GIST descriptor for17

scene recognition. Considering that scene recognition, object recognition, and texture recognition are18

studied separately, the three categories should be treated differently for aesthetic quality assessment.19

In this paper, we classify all images into three categories, namely “scene”, “object” and “texture”.20

Figure 1 shows example images for the three categories, which suggest the different spatial layouts21

and fixated points in them. “Scene” images are composed of numerous objects, textures and colored22

regions, which are arranged in a variety of spatial layouts [20, 19]. All the elements in the scene may23

influence the humans’ aesthetic judgments in ways which have been studied by psychologists [21, 22].24

Object images generally contain a large salient object, which attracts the attention of a human viewer25

and may be a key factor for the assessment of visual aesthetics [7, 23]. Texture images have some26

statistical properties, and may contain repeating structures [24, 25, 26]. Humans may have different27

criteria for assessing the aesthetics of images in the three categories.28

The adoption of different photographic styles for the three categories emphasizes their differences.29

For example, professional photographers often reduce the depth of field (DOF) to shoot single objects30

to create close-up photographs for the category “object”, in which the foreground is clear and the31

background is blurred [1]. However, in photography for images in the category “scene”, landscapes shot32
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with a narrow DOF are not considered pleasing; Instead, photographers prefer to have the foreground,33

middle ground, and background all in focus [1]. It is likely that the three categories may have different34

aesthetic criteria for human perception. Therefore in this paper different convolutional networks are35

proposed to learn the features required to make aesthetic judgements about images in the “scene”,36

“object” and “texture” categories.37

Aesthetic quality assessment can be formulated as a classification problem or a regression problem.38

It is known that aesthetic quality is a subjective attribute of images and there is a lack of precise def-39

inition. In most previous work on the aesthetic quality of images, the image datasets are obtained by40

online photo-sharing communities and rated by members of the community. The average score of user41

ratings is usually taken as a measure of the aesthetic quality of an image and it is also used to label the42

image. Typically, aesthetic quality assessment is reduced to a classification problem, by thresholding43

the average score to create a high quality class and a low quality class [6, 5, 4, 27, 7, 9, 8]. The images44

between the two classes are discarded. Only a few related works [6, 28, 17] use regression problem45

to calculate an aesthetic score. Visual aesthetic quality assessment should be formulated as a regres-46

sion problem and the results compared with the ratings made by the human visual system [27]. In this47

work, a classification model and a regression model are both developed for each of the three categories48

“scene”, “object” and “texture”.49

Based on the considerations mentioned above and on our previous work [17], we propose a novel50

framework for visual aesthetic quality assessment. Firstly, each image is assigned to one of the three51

categories “scene”, “object” and “texture”. Then, for each category, a specific convolutional neural52

network is constructed to learn aesthetic features automatically and to assess the aesthetic quality of an53

image. The aesthetic quality is described using a class (high or low) and a numerical score. In addition,54

a single CNN is also developed for the aesthetic quality assessment and the category recognition simul-55

taneously for overall images. The CNN is simple and can also simultaneously consider the aesthetic56

labels and the different categories of images in contrast with the three specific CNNs. Experimen-57

tal results on the recently published large-scale AVA dataset [29] demonstrate the effectiveness of our58

framework. Both of our classification and regression methods outperform the state-of-the-art methods59

for each category and our regression methods can achieve comparable results to our classifications.60

The main contributions of our proposed method are summarized as follows.61

• Inspired by the difference ways in which humans make aesthetic judgements and by the adop-62

tion of particular photographic techniques depending on the nature of the images, we propose a63

novel framework for visual aesthetic quality assessment by dividing images into three categories:64

“scene”, “object” and “texture”.65
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• Three specific CNNs, namely Scene CNN, Object CNN and Texture CNN, are constructed. The66

CNNs learn aesthetic features automatically. Moreover, a single CNN, namely A&C CNN, is67

also developed to learn effective features simultaneously for two targets: the aesthetic quality68

assessment and the category recognition.69

• Each CNN classifies an image from the appropriate class according to its aesthetic level (high or70

low) and also uses regression to assign to the image a numerical score of its aesthetic quality.71

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the related works are summarized. The72

methods for aesthetic quality assessment are described in detail in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 describes the experi-73

mental setup and results. Finally we conclude the paper in Sec. 5.74

2. Related work75

Most previous works [6, 5, 8, 9, 18] on aesthetic image analysis focus on the challenging prob-76

lem of designing appropriate features. Typically, handcrafted features are proposed based on intuitions77

about human perception of the aesthetic quality of images. For example, Datta et al. [6] design certain78

visual features such as colorfulness, the rule of thirds, and low depth of field indicators, to discriminate79

between aesthetically pleasing and displeasing images. Dhar et al. [8] extract some high level attributes80

including compositional, content, and sky-illumination attributes, which are characteristically used by81

humans to describe images. In [9] generic image descriptors such as BOV or FV are used to assess aes-82

thetic quality. It is shown that they can outperform the traditional handcrafted features. More recently,83

deep convolutional neural networks have been successfully applied to many visual tasks. CNNs learn84

powerful features automatically. For instance, in [30, 31, 32] it is demonstrated that CNNs achieve85

the state-of-the-art results in visual classification task on ImageNet. CNNs have been applied to aes-86

thetic quality assessment [16, 17]. The CNNs learn features for the automatic aesthetic classification87

of all images and obtain the state-of-the-art performance. There are some key differences between the88

work in [16, 17] and our work. Firstly, all images are treated equally in [16, 17], while we divide89

the images into three categories. Secondly, they design CNNs for all images without considering their90

types, whereas we train specific networks with different architecture and inputs for each of the three91

categories. We also train a single CNN with the supervision of aesthetic and category labels for overall92

images. Thirdly, the objective of their work is to assess the aesthetic class: high or low. In contrast, we93

obtain a numerical score for the aesthetic quality of an image.94

All of the related works discussed above do not consider different types of images. In contrast,95

Luo et al. [18] and Tang et al. [2] propose a content-based photo quality assessment method in which96
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the images are divided into seven categories (“animal”, “plant”, “static”, “architecture”, “landscape”,97

“human” and “night”) based on their content. New visual features are developed for that different cat-98

egories. They consider that professional photographers may adopt different photographic techniques99

and may have different aesthetic criteria in mind for each type of image. The human perception of the100

aesthetics of visual textures is studied experimentally in [33]. Thumfart et al. [33] model the relation-101

ship between computational texture features and aesthetic properties of visual textures. In our work102

we divide the images into three categories: “scene”, “object” and “texture” based on the composition,103

layout and photographic styles of images. Different CNNs are developed to assess the aesthetic quality104

for each category. For the category “scene”, a global view is used to train the CNNs. The global view105

and the saliency region are used to train the CNNs for the category “object”. Local regions are used to106

train the CNNs for “texture”.107

It is known that aesthetic quality assessment can be formulated either as a classification problem108

or as a regression problem. In most previous works classification models are adopted to predict “high109

quality” or “low quality” classes [6, 5, 4, 27, 7, 9, 8]. However, the classification model does not110

provide a numerical score of the aesthetics of an image. Thus visual aesthetic quality assessment111

should be a regression problem similar to its rating process in human visual system [27]. Some related112

literatures [34, 35, 36] have show that methods based on human visual system can improve the quality113

of images effectively. Datta et al. [6] and Wu et al. [28] assess aesthetic quality using a regression114

model and obtain some success. However, their regression model cannot obtain comparable results115

to existing works on classification. In contrast, our previous regression model [17] outperforms the116

existing methods for classification. In our work, both the aesthetic class and the score are predicted117

using both classification and regression models. The classifier outperforms previous state-of-the-art118

classifiers. Besides, the regression results can obtain comparable results to our classification.119

3. Our approach120

The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. Firstly, we divide all images into three categories:121

“scene”, “object” and “texture”. Then, for each category, a specific convolutional neural network is122

trained to learn aesthetic features automatically, shown in Fig. 2(a). Furthermore, the framework can123

also be proposed with a single CNN (shown in Fig. 2(b)). The CNN can simultaneously assess the124

aesthetic quality and identify the category for overall images. The classification and regression models125

are incorporated into the networks separately. We explain the aesthetic features learned by the specific126

networks for each category and overall images.127
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Figure 2: Framework for measuring image aesthetics. (a) The framework with three specific CNNs for
different categories. (b) The framework with a single CNN for overall images.

The images can be classified as “scene”, “object” or “texture” manually or automatically. Because128

the dataset used in this paper is very large scale, giving all the images category labels manually is129

expensive and time consuming. Thus we train a 3-class linear SVM classifier to divide all the images130

automatically by labeling part of the dataset and extract the features of layer fc7 (CNN-fc7) by utilizing131

the network pre-trained on ImageNet classification task [30]. The CNN-fc7 features are computed by132

passing the mean-subtracted images through five convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers133

with forward propagation. More details of CNN-fc7 are in [30]. The CNN-fc7 features have great134

representation power and have been applied to many tasks, such as image classification [30] and object135

detection [37].136

3.1. Our framework with three specific CNNs137

For the aesthetic quality assessment of the three categories, a simple idea is that three specific138

convolutional neural networks are proposed. 1) Scene CNN: for “scene”, a single-column CNN is139

trained on the inputs with global view, which represents an entire image. 2) Object CNN: a two-column140
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Original image Warped image Padded image 

Figure 3: Global views of an example image and of warped and padded versions of the image.

CNN is proposed with two inputs, global view and salient region for “object”. 3) Texture CNN: for141

“texture”, a single-column CNN is presented with a patch from the image. Classification and regression142

models are trained separately for each CNN to assess the aesthetic quality of the images in each class.143

3.1.1. Scene CNN144

Many important factors affect human assessments of the aesthetics of images. These factors include145

color [38, 39, 40], composition [22], visual attention [41], familiarity [6] and visual complexity [42].146

Most of these factors have been used to design features suitable for the assessment of image aesthet-147

ics. However, they do not cover all possibilities. Convolutional networks can learn powerful features148

automatically. The features are much better than designed features for tasks such as visual classifica-149

tion [30] and aesthetic quality classification [16, 17]. Why not use convolutional networks to learn the150

features for assessing the aesthetics of “scene” images?151

Figure 1 shows an example image in the category “scene”. As every component in “scene” images152

plays a big role in the assessment of aesthetic quality, the global view of images is applied to train the153

network. The global view of an image is the entire image. For the implementation of our network,154

we normalize image sizes with two different transformations mentioned in [16], namely warping and155

padding, in order to obtain square images. Figure 3 shows an original image, a warped image and a156

padded image. The warped and padded images reflect the global view of original image.157

The architecture of the Scene CNN is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The network contains five convo-158

lutional layers and three fully-connected layers. Both the first and second convolutional layers are159

followed by max-pooling layers and response-normalization layers. The first convolutional layer filters160

the 227 × 227 × 3 input patch (extracted from the resized image 256 × 256 × 3 randomly) with 96161

kernels of size 7 × 7 × 3 with a stride of 2 pixels. The second convolutional layer takes the response-162

normalized and pooled output of the first convolutional layer as the input and filters it with 256 kernels163
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of size 5 × 5 × 96. Each of the third, fourth and fifth convolutional layers has 96 kernels of size164

3× 3× 96. The pooled output of the fifth convolutional layer is input to the first fully-connected layer.165

Each of the first and second fully-connected layers have 1024 nodes. The number of nodes in the third166

fully-connected layer and the objective function depend on the task of the CNN, which in this case is167

the assessment of image aesthetics.168

A. Classification model: The classification model is implemented by the Scene CNN, by having only169

two nodes in the last fully-connected layer. Each image is labeled “high quality” or “low quality”.170

As in [30], the softmax loss layer is adopted in the training phrase of the classification network. The171

output of the last fully-connected layer is fed to a 2-way softmax which produces a distribution over the172

2 class labels. The objective of our network is to maximize the multinomial logistic regression, which173

is equivalent to maximizing the average across training cases of the log-probability of the correct label174

under the prediction distribution.175

B. Regression model: The aesthetic quality assessment is also interpreted as a regression problem.176

There are two major reasons. Firstly, the regression model is a direct emulation of humans in the photo177

rating process and closer to the visual aesthetic quality assessment in the human visual system [27].178

Secondly, the features learned by the convolutional networks may contribute to making the regression179

problem more solvable.180

Our regression model is trained by the Scene CNN. The regression network contains five convolu-181

tional layers and three fully-connected layers. The average score of user ratings for aesthetic quality of182

each image is made the label of the image. The last fully-connected layer is set one node and a sum-of-183

squares layer is utilized as the loss function. The output of the last fully-connected layer corresponds184

to the predicted aesthetic score ŷ. Then, the output of the last fully-connected layer and the label of185

images are taken as inputs for the sum-of-squares layer with Euclidean space. The objective of this186

layer is to minimize the squared L2 norm of the difference between its inputs:187

min

n∑
i=1

||yi − ŷi||22, (1)

where yi is the ground truth for image i, ŷi is the predicted value of image i and the n is the number of188

image.189

We initialize the weights and biases in all the convolutional layers and the first two fully-connected190

layers in the regression network with the parameters of the classification network. The same opera-191

tion is also applied to the other two categories: “object” and “texture”. The regression model then192

automatically predicts the aesthetic scores for test images.193
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3.1.2. Object CNN194

“Object” images generally contain a large salient object, which is likely to attract attention and may195

play a big role in the assessment of visual aesthetic quality [7, 41, 23]. Furthermore, photographers196

tend to adopt particular photographic techniques (e.g., macro, shallow DOF) to focus on the object197

and make the image pleasing. Here we attempt to use the salient region and global view to assess the198

aesthetic quality of object images. The influence of the salient region on aesthetics of the image can be199

studied.200

Firstly, the salient objects are detected via graph-based manifold ranking [43], and a bounding201

box is generated for the salient region. Figure 2(a) shows a salient region. Then the Object CNN202

with two columns automatically learns the aesthetic features and assess the aesthetic quality with two203

inputs, the global view and the salient region. The architecture of the Object CNN is illustrated in204

Fig. 2(a). The inputs of the network are global view and salient view, the convolutional layers and205

the first fully-connected layer of different columns are trained independently. Here fg and fs indicate206

two vectors which are taken from the first fully-connected layers of the two columns separately. We207

concatenate the two vectors to one vector f = [fg, fs] and train the last two fully-connected layers208

jointly. The architectures of the two columns are the same, but their weights are not shared, because209

the two columns learn the global features and salient features separately. The last fully-connected layer210

with two nodes and softmax loss layer are used for classification, and the last fully-connected layer211

with one node and a sum-of-squares layer is used for the regression task.212

3.1.3. Texture CNN213

Experiments on humans aesthetic perception of visual textures are reported in [33]. Supervised214

machine-learning methods are used to model the relationship between computational texture features215

and aesthetic properties of visual textures. However, the texture features are designed manually. In this216

paper, we utilize the convolutional neural networks to learn the features.217

An image can be considered as a visual texture when (1) there is significant variation in the intensity218

levels of nearby pixels [26] and (2) the image is stationary (i.e., under a proper window size, observable219

subimages appear similar) [25, 33]. The structure of “texture” images is different from the structure of220

“scene” and “object” images. The original texture image is represented by 16 patches of size 256×256.221

These patches are extracted from the image with a sliding window and is called local view here. An222

example of a patch (local view) is shown in Fig. 2. The different patches are added to the dataset.223

The architecture of the single-column Texture CNN for aesthetic quality assessment of “texture” is224

illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The network contains four convolutional layers and three fully-connected layers.225
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Both of the first and second convolutional layers are followed by max-pooling layers and response-226

normalization layers. The first convolutional layer filters the 227× 227× 3 input patch (extracted from227

a local view 256×256×3 randomly) with 32 kernels of size 7×7×3 with a stride of 2 pixels. The second228

convolutional layer takes (response-normalized and pooled) output of the first convolutional layer as229

the input and filters it with 32 kernels of size 5 × 5 × 32. Each of the third and fourth convolutional230

layers has 32 kernels of size 3× 3× 32. Each of the first and second fully-connected layers have 1024231

nodes. The number of nodes in the third fully-connected layer and objective function are similar to the232

single column network for “scene”.233

For a test image, we average the probabilities of 16 local views and select the class with highest234

value for class prediction, and use the averaged score of 16 local views for aesthetic score prediction.235

3.2. A&C CNN236

For a test image, the framework with three specific CNNs assesses its aesthetic quality based on its237

category. Its category is identified with a SVM classifier. To remove the effect of the SVM classifier238

and reduce the parameters of the framework for practical application, we propose a simple framework239

(shown in Fig. 2(b)) with a single A&C CNN to simultaneously assess the aesthetic quality and rec-240

ognize the category for overall images. The CNN can consider the aesthetic labels and the different241

categories of images in contrast with the three specific CNNs.242

The architecture of the A&C CNN for aesthetic quality assessment of overall images is illustrated243

in Fig. 2(b). The input of the network is the global view similar to the Scene CNN. Since the network244

has two targets: aesthetic quality assessment and category identification, the network contains five245

convolutional layers for common features learning. With the supervision of the two labels, the features246

may be more effective for one or two tasks. Three fully-connected layers learn parameters separately247

and independently for each target. The setup of five convolutional layers and two fully-connected layers248

are similar to the Scene CNN. The number of nodes in the third fully-connected layer and objective249

function for aesthetic quality assessment task are similar to the single column network for “scene”.250

For category identification task, the third fully-connected layer is fixed to three nodes and objective251

function is softmax loss function. For training, each image is labeled with aesthetic label and category252

label. For a test image, its aesthetic and category labels are predicted with this CNN.253

4. Experimental results254

In this section, we evaluate the proposed framework and other state-of-the-art methods on the re-255

cently published AVA dataset [29]. The experimental results show that our networks for each category256
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Figure 4: Mean images of the category “scene”, “object” and “texture”. The mean image is created by
normalizing all the images of each category to the same size and averaging them.

can automatically assess the aesthetic quality (class and score) of images and can outperform existing257

state-of-the-art methods.258

4.1. Dataset and evaluation259

The AVA dataset [29] contains more than 255,000 images, each of which has about 200 voters260

for assessing the aesthetic score from one to ten. To divide the dataset into three categories: “scene”,261

“object” and “texture”, we manually labeled 5,000 images. Then we extract the CNN-fc7 features [30]262

on the AVA dataset. For comparison, GIST [19] descriptor, and Fisher Vector [44, 45] descriptor263

encoded from SIFT information (FV-SIFT) are also extracted. 3-class linear SVM classifiers are trained264

for each feature and evaluated using 5-fold cross-validation. The accuracy of these features on the265

labeled 5,000 images is shown in Table 1. The rest images are classified by the trained SVM classifier266

with CNN-fc7 features. In the AVA dataset 94,290 images are labeled with “scene” category, 155,612267

images with “object”, and 5,233 images with “texture”. All the images of each category are used to268

generate the mean images shown in Fig. 4. The three mean images show the different spatial layout269

and fixated point in the three categories. To assess aesthetic quality on each category, 7,000 images in270

the category “scene”, 13,000 images in “object” and 1,000 images in “texture” are selected randomly271

for testing, the rest in each category are for training.272

For the classification task, the training set is divided into two classes: high quality images and low273

quality images, as in [29]. We designate the images with an average score larger than 5 + δ as high274

quality images, those with an average score smaller than 5 − δ as low quality images. Images with an275

average score between 5+ δ and 5− δ are discarded. In order to make the classification problem easier276

we set the δ to 1 for the training set and set δ to 0 for the test set to obtain the ground truth labels for277

the three CNNs. Both δ = 0 and δ = 1 for the training set, and δ to 0 for the test set is fixed to obtain278
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Method GIST FV-SIFT CNN-fc7

Accuracy (%) 76.0 83.8 91.3

Table 1: The accuracy of the SVM classifiers with different features on the manual labeled images for
dividing images into three categories: “scene”, “object” and “texture”.

the ground truth labels for the A&C CNN. For the regression task, each image is assigned a label equal279

to the average score for aesthetics.280

For evaluation, we compare the results of each specific CNN with the results obtained by other281

methods. Marchesotti et al. [9] show that generic image descriptors outperform the traditional descrip-282

tors. Therefore we implement the generic image descriptors in [9]: We extract GIST [9, 19] descrip-283

tor, Bag-Of-Visual-words [9, 46, 47] descriptor encoded from SIFT [9, 48] information (BOV-SIFT),284

and Fisher Vector [9, 44, 45] descriptor encoded from SIFT information (FV-SIFT) for each category.285

Some SVM classifiers and regression models are trained by LibSVM [49] using the extracted features.286

Furthermore, We implement the SCNN in [16] (here called Rapid SCNN) for each category. For287

comparison on regression task, the mean residual sum of squares error (MRSSE) [17] and Pearson’s r288

correlation coefficient are applied to evaluate the results. In ideal conditions, the predicted values are289

equal to the ground truth, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 1. In the end, we also compare our290

framework with the existing methods on overall images (the whole dataset without considering their291

category label).292

4.2. “Scene” results293

To select a architecture for the category “scene”, we train 10 single-column networks with different294

architectures and inputs. The difference mainly focus on the filter size of first convolutional layer and295

channels and number of all convolutional layers. Table 1 shows the architecture and performance of296

the 10 networks on the visual aesthetic quality classification task in detail. The results show that the297

architecture 6 # with the input of warped images performs best and the architecture 9 # with the input298

of padded images performs well. Thus we fix the Scene CNN with five convolutional layers and 3299

fully-connected layers similar to the architectures 6 # and 9 #.300

For evaluation on the classification task for “scene”, we compare the results of Scene CNN and the301

A&C CNN with other methods, which are shown in Table 3. Here the A&C CNN is only evaluated302

on test “scene” images. We can see that the A&C CNN with input of warped images achieves the303

best performance, and both of our Scene CNNs with input of warped or padded images significantly304

outperform other methods. This suggests that our networks can learn relevant features and predict the305

aesthetic class effectively. Table 2 and 3 also reveal that the results obtained from warped images are306
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Arch
Input

conv1 (pool, rnorm) conv2 (pool, rnorm) conv3 conv4 conv5 (pool) fc6 fc7 fc8 Accuracy

No. (filter size, channels) (channels) (channels) (channels) (channels) (nodes) (nodes) (nodes) (%)

1 # warped 11× 11, 48 48 48 48 48 1024 1024 2 75.05

2 # warped 7× 7, 48 48 48 48 48 1024 1024 2 75.38

3 # warped 7× 7, 64 64 64 64 – 1024 1024 2 75.38

4 # warped 7× 7, 64 64 64 64 64 1024 1024 2 75.77

5 # warped 7× 7, 96 96 96 96 – 1024 1024 2 75.67

6 # warped 7× 7, 96 96 96 96 96 1024 1024 2 75.91

7 # padded 7× 7, 48 48 48 48 48 1024 1024 2 75.57

8 # padded 7× 7, 64 64 64 64 64 1024 1024 2 75.37

9 # padded 7× 7, 96 96 96 96 96 1024 1024 2 75.40

10 # padded 11× 11, 96 192 384 256 256 1000 256 2 74.57

Table 2: Accuracy of 10 networks with different architectures and inputs for “scene”.

better than those obtained from padded images.307

For the regression task, we select the warped images as input. The classification model with the308

Scene CNN is utilized to fine tune the regression network. The A&C CNN with regression model is309

also only tested on the “scene” images. The MRSSE and Pearson’s r correlation coefficient for each310

regression method for the class “scene” are shown in Table 4. The variance σ2 of the ground truth311

in the “scene” test set is 0.5339. Datta et al. [6] demonstrate that the independent variables explain312

something about y if MRSSE ≤ σ2. Both of the Scene CNN and the A&C CNN on test “scene”313

images achieve MRSSE < σ2, which shows that our methods are able to predict aesthetic scores.314

Moreover, we can see in Table 4 that the A&C CNN achieves the best performance and the Scene CNN315

obtains comparable results with the A&C CNN as measured by MRSSE and Pearson’s r metric. Our316

networks predict the aesthetic scores automatically and effectively.317

4.3. “Object” results318

We make each column of the Object CNN similar to the Scene CNN. For evaluation on the clas-319

sification task for “object”, we compare the results of our networks with SVM classifiers using GIST,320

BOV-SIFT and FV-SIFT features, our implemented Rapid SCNN [16], and single-column networks321

with the input of warped images, padded images and salient region respectively. The single-column322

network has the same architecture as the Scene CNN. The results for “object” are shown in Table 3.323

It is apparent that the network using the architecture of the Scene CNN with input of warped images324

performs better than that with padded images. Table 3 also shows that the Object CNN with global view325

(here we select the warped images) and salient view obtains the best performance, the single-column326

CNN with global view obtains comparable results with the Object CNN, and the network with the ar-327
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Category Method Accuracy(%)

Scene

GIST 73.41

BOV-SIFT 73.53

FV-SIFT 73.60

Rapid SCNN [16] (warped) 75.44

Scene CNN (warped) 75.91

Scene CNN (padded) 75.40

A&C CNN (warped) 76.04

Object

GIST 68.78

BOV-SIFT 68.67

FV-SIFT 69.31

Rapid SCNN [16] (global, warped) 72.84

Single-column CNN (global, warped) 73.50

Single-column CNN (global, padded) 72.92

Single-column CNN (saliency) 71.47

Object CNN (warped + saliency) 73.66

A&C CNN (warped) 73.30

Texture

GIST 63.5

BOV-SIFT 65.4

FV-SIFT 63.5

Rapid SCNN [16] (global, warped) 64.0

CNN similar to Scene (patch) 67.9

Texture CNN 68.8

A&C CNN (warped) 71.6

Table 3: Performance comparison on aesthetic quality classification task for “scene”, “object” and
“texture” respectively.

chitecture of the Scene CNN using the salient region only can still significantly outperform the method328

with the generic image descriptors. This suggests that the salient region plays a big role in aesthetic329

assessment in the category “object” and the single-column network can also learn the features of salient330

region.331

For the regression task, we utilize the classification model with the Object CNN to fine tune the332

regression network. The A&C CNN with regression model is also only tested on the “object” im-333

ages. The MRSSE and Pearson’s r correlation coefficient for each regression method for “object” are334

shown in Table 4. The variance σ2 of the ground truth in the “object” test set is 0.5444. We achieve335

MRSSE = 0.4092 with the Object CNN, and MRSSE = 0.3988 with the A&C CNN. Moreover,336

Table 4 shows that our A&C CNN achieves the best performance and the Object CNN obtains compa-337

rable results with the A&C CNN as measured by MRSSE and Pearson’s r metric.338
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Category Method MRSSE Pearson’s r

Scene

GIST 0.4756 0.3281

BOV-SIFT 0.4777 0.3231

FV-SIFT 0.4570 0.3834

Scene CNN 0.4084 0.4856

A&C CNN 0.3988 0.5042

Object

GIST 0.4956 0.2986

BOV-SIFT 0.5077 0.2584

FV-SIFT 0.4843 0.3338

Object CNN 0.4092 0.4985

A&C CNN 0.4025 0.5106

Texture

GIST 0.5843 0.1809

BOV-SIFT 0.5651 0.2535

FV-SIFT 0.5448 0.3202

Texture CNN 0.4567 0.5084

A&C CNN 0.4415 0.5214

Table 4: Regression results of aesthetic quality assessment for “scene”, “object” and “texture”.

4.4. “Texture” results339

For evaluation on classification task for “texture”, we compare the results of our network with SVM340

classifiers using GIST, BOV-SIFT and FV-SIFT features, our implemented Rapid SCNN [16], and the341

architecture of the Scene CNN with the input of local view. The results with different methods for342

“texture” are also shown in Table 3. We can see that the A&C CNN on the “texture” images performs343

the best. It is also suggested that the local view is as effective as the global view for the “texture” from344

the Texture CNN.345

For the regression task, the regression network is initialized by the classification model for the346

Texture CNN. The A&C CNN with regression model is also only tested on the “texture” images. The347

MRSSE and Pearson’s r correlation coefficient for each regression method for “texture” are shown in348

Table 4. The variance σ2 of the ground truth in the “texture” test set is 0.6022. We achieveMRSSE =349

0.4567 with the Texture CNN, and MRSSE = 0.4415 with the A&C CNN. Moreover, Table 4 shows350

that our A&C CNN achieves the best performance and the Texture CNN obtains comparable results351

with the A&C CNN, as measured by MRSSE and Pearson’s r metric.352

4.5. Results on overall images353

In addition to the evaluation for each specific CNN on each category, we also evaluate our frame-354

work on the whole set of images. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework for aesthetic355

classification, we compare our results with that of Rapid SCNN [16], SCNN [16], DCNN [16], RDCN-356
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Method
Category

Scene Object Texture Overall images

δ = 1

[29] – – – 67.00

Rapid SCNNs [16] 75.44 72.84 64.0 73.29

SCNN [16] – – – 68.63

DCNN [16] – – – 73.05

RDCNN [16] – – – 73.70

Our framework with three specific CNNs for classification 75.91 73.66 68.8 74.18

Our A&C CNN for classification 76.04 73.30 71.6 74.13

δ = 0

[29] – – – 66.70

SCNN [16] – – – 71.20

DCNN [16] – – – 73.25

RDCNN [16] – – – 74.46

Our A&C CNN for classification 76.20 73.91 70.4 74.50

Our framework with three specific CNNs for regression 75.76 73.82 71.1 74.33

Our A&C CNN for regression 76.06 73.89 71.7 74.51

Table 5: Accuracy (%) of different methods on overall images.

N [16] and the method in [29]. The results of our framework with three specific CNNs are obtained by357

combining the results of the three categories using Scene CNN, Object CNN and Texture CNN respec-358

tively in Sec. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The results of Rapid SCNNs [16] are obtained by combining the results359

of our implemented Rapid SCNNs for the three categories. SCNN [16], DCNN [16], RDCNN [16] and360

the method in [29] are evaluated on the whole set of images without considering their category labels.361

SCNN [16] is a single-column CNN, DCNN [16] is a double-column CNN with two inputs consisting362

of a global view and a local view, and RDCNN [16] is a double-column CNN with an aesthetic column363

and a style column. A&C CNN is evaluated on the whole set of images with considering their category364

labels. As shown in Table 5, our implemented Rapid SCNN outperforms the method SCNN [16], our365

framework with three specific CNNs and the A&C CNN outperform the method SCNN [16], DCN-366

N [16] and even RDCNN [16] with adding the photographic style information when δ = 1, which367

demonstrate the effectiveness of the idea of dividing the images into three categories. For further eval-368

uation on classification model, we compare the A&C CNN with δ = 0 to the state-of-the-art methods369

in [16]. Our method also obtains the best results, which is comparable to the RDCNN [16]. Moreover,370

we also evaluate the A&C CNN for category recognition task on the 21000 test images. The accuracies371

of dividing images into three categories by the A&C CNN with aesthetic classification on δ = 1 and372

δ = 0 are 83.03% and 85.55% separately, and the accuracy by the A&C CNN with aesthetic regression373

is 86.20%. It reveals that the A&C CNN performs well on both the tasks of aesthetic quality assessment374

and category recognition.375
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To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework for regression, the regression results376

are used for classification. Images in the test set for each category are labeled by thresholding their377

predicted score with δ set equal to 0, to create the high quality and the low quality classes. As shown378

in Table 5, classification based on our regression results, especially for the A&C CNN, achieves the379

comparable performance on the three categories and overall images and outperforms other classification380

methods on the overall images.381

Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5. The figure contains some test images with ground truths382

and predicted results using our framework and FV-SIFT for each category. The results predicted by383

our method are more consistent with the ground truths than the results predicted by FV-SIFT, and our384

predicted scores contain more information about the degree of aesthetic quality, than can be obtained385

simply by predicting the class. In contrast to the classification results, the regression results can be very386

useful in some applications, such as image retrieval. That is, the images can be retrieved based on both387

their contents and aesthetic scores. The consistency of our classification results and regression results388

(mapped to classification) is also computed: 91.11% for “scene”, 92.01% for “object” and 91.5% for389

“texture”, which suggests that our regression results are compatible with our classification for each390

category, shown in Fig. 5. Here the consistency is the ratio between the number of the images with391

same aesthetic class predicted by classification and regression and the total images of each category:392

consistency =
same predictions by classification and regression

total images of each category
. (2)

From Fig. 5, the consistency of our classification results and regression results for the middle aesthetic393

images is a little lower, which suggests that it may be more reasonable to label these images with394

aesthetic scores rather than the class.395

To demonstrate the specific features of each category, we apply the trained classification model on396

one category to the other two categories. For example, the CNN trained on “scene” images is tested397

on the categories “object” and “texture”. Table 6 shows the results, which reveal that the CNNs for398

“scene” and “object”, each trained on its own category, perform best. The CNN for “texture” does399

not yield the best performance on its own category, probably because its dataset is much smaller than400

others. However, its accuracy on regression (shown in Table 5) is the best. The filters learned by the401

first convolutional layer of the three CNNs for aesthetic quality assessments on “scene”, “object” and402

“texture” and the A&C CNN are also shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6, although global views are used in403

two CNNs, the filters of the Scene CNN are much smoother and clearer than those of global column of404

the Object CNN, which suggests that there are more regions with low frequency information in scene405
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Figure 5: Qualitative results for “scene”, “object” and “texture”. Each row shows some examples, 4
high (red), 3 medium (blue) and 4 low (green) quality images for each category. (g) The ground truths.
(a) The predicted scores of each specific CNN. (b) The predicted scores of the A&C CNN. (c) The
predicted class of each specific CNN. (d) The predicted class of the A&C CNN. (e) The predicted
scores with FV-SIFT. 18
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(e) 

Figure 6: The filters learned by the first convolutional layer of three CNNs for aesthetic quality assess-
ment on “scene”, “object” and “texture”. (a) The Scene CNN. (b) The global column of the Object
CNN. (c) The salient column of the Object CNN. (d) The Texture CNN. (e) The A&C CNN.
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Category Scene Object Texture

Scene model 75.91 70.66 66.9

Single-column Object model 74.14 73.50 69.9

Texture model 73.36 68.51 68.8

Table 6: Accuracy (%) of three categories tested on the classification models with different categories.

than object. For the Object CNN, there are more color changes in the salient column than the global406

column, which indicates that there is more high frequency information than in the global view. For407

the texture, there is a great deal of high frequency and color information in the filters of the Texture408

CNN. In addition, the A&C CNN learns edge and color information for the two tasks. All of these409

observations suggest that different aesthetic criteria should be used for assessing aesthetic quality in the410

three categories.411

5. Conclusion412

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for visual aesthetic quality assessment by dividing413

the images into three categories: “scene”, “object” and “texture”. For the three categories, considering414

their difference on the composition, spatial layout, fixation point and photographic styles etc., three415

specific CNNs (Scene CNN, Object CNN and Texture CNN) and a simple A&C CNN are designed to416

learn aesthetic features automatically. In detail, the Scene CNN has an input the global view; the Object417

CNN has inputs the global view and a salient region for the category “object”. In the Texture CNN the418

local views are the only input. The A&C CNN has inputs the global view and learns features for overall419

images with considering the both aesthetic and category label. In addition, we interpret aesthetic quality420

assessment as a classification problem to assess the aesthetic class and also as a regression problem to421

predict the aesthetic score. We analyze the filters learned by the first convolutional layers in each422

CNN. Experimental results on the challenging AVA dataset [29] show that aesthetic features learned by423

the convolutional networks are better than the existing features for aesthetic assessment. Our method424

outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for each category and for the entire set of images considered425

without the categories. It is shown that the salient region is very important for assessing the aesthetic426

quality of “object” images and that the local view is sufficient for assessing “texture” images. In future427

work, we will investigate those images in each category that have high aesthetic scores.428
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